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Renovate to sell

Homes sell faster by

72%
Average ROI of

235%
Average profit gained

$168k

Most homeowners miss out on 15-20% of 
their home’s potential value when selling.

That’s an average of $100K+ 
in missed profit opportunity. 

How Revive helps homeowners achieve maximum profit

Professional Guidance
Meeting your goals is all about the right 

scope. Not too little, not too much, all 

in the right place. 

Value Engineering
Our talented design experts marry 

turnkey design with project economics 

& material availability to deliver the 

most impactful results.

Shorter Timeline
Our innovative approach & operating 

model allow contractors to start work 

rapidly and avoid the common delays. 

Expert Oversight
We help homeowners & contractors 

by streamlining the process, managing 

complex communication, and providing 

high-level direction. 

Contractor Partnerships
We carefully select contractors and 

invest heavily by supporting them in 

each step of the process.

No money out-of-pocket
Revive fronts the money with no 

financing fees giving homeowners 

greater options & upside. 

Guided renovations to sell for more.

http://www.revive.realestate


A simple process

Revive is a true partner to maximize your profits

The fastest way out would have been the cash-out, as-is price. I was going to get $500,000 but 

with Revive’s guidance and investment in my home, I was able to sell the house for $760,000 

and that made all the difference because it gave me a future.”

— Kimberly Buckley |  Earned $275,000 profit (300% ROI)“
To get started, visit www.revive.realestate

Common renovation challenges

• Risk of losing money

• Planning, project management, and 

communication challenges

• Project delays

• Spending money in the wrong places

• Unreliable contractors

• High out-of-pocket costs

Benefits with Revive

Expert knowledge to maximize profit

Resources to expertly manage the project efficiently

Quick turnaround time

Design experts that deliver desirable turnkey homes

Professional contractors with proven track records

Revive funds the project

Revive makes the smartest choice, 
the easiest choice

Evaluation Construction List & Sell Finish Line

http://www.revive.realestate

